Let’s make our streets a
Leaf Safe Zone

We are your neighbours and we have planned an environmentally sustainable experiment. It’s called - create a Leaf Safe Zone

Here, find out how you feel or thinking about this and let’s have a discussion.

1. Did you know that these dried leaves when mixed with batteries, plastic, tubelights and metal scrap congests landfill sites in our city and also contributes to methane generation? Dried leaves become toxic instead of life giving?

2. Did you know that you can change the mood of the tree outside your home if you talk to it and turn its leaves into mulch or compost?

3. Did you know that composting leaves on site will make the Pourakarmika's life easier, since she will have less carting to do?

4. Did you know that low temperature burning of leaves is deadly for your lungs?

5. Did you know that dried leaves are Nature’s gift - which can be turned into leaf mulch or compost right under the trees itself?

6. Did you know that installing composters on the street will make “waste visible” and inspire your children and community members to take collective action to solve the problems of ecology in a city?

7. Did you know that the biodiversity of your street will become better when you have leaf composters installed?

8. Did your know that YOUR TAX MONEY goes toward TRANSPORTING HUGE VOLUMES OF LEAVES TO THE OUTSKIRTS OF THE CITY.
There is a better way to look after our leaves

So what we suggest

We want to collectively install Leaf Composters at intervals along the street. We will then request the Pourakarmika to put the leaf sweepings into these. We will pay her a fee for looking after this project. We will instruct some of our homes to “water” the leaves in the composters to get them to decompose. We will need one bucket of water per day per leaf composter at least.

We will monitor all the elements of the project and document the reactions, suggestions and learnings from this.

It would be great to get the kids on the street involved.

Kindly sign up and pay in your money! If you have a corporate sponsor, let us know and we can display their logo on each Leaf Composter.

Leaf Composter Models to choose from

See how fast the bin fills up! Not even half the street leaf litter can be put into each bin.

A Daily Dump + Citizen Initiative
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